Dawood Public School
Course Outline 2016-17
English
Class II

Textbooks:
- Oxford Reading Tree Stage 8
- Oxford Reading Tree Stage 9
- Oxford Reading Tree Stage 8 (workbook)
- Oxford Reading Tree Stage 9 (workbook)

Table of Contents:

August
❖ Language:
  ➢ Nouns reinforcement (common/proper)
  ➢ Articles A and An
❖ ORT: The Kidnappers (Q/ans, Words/ Meaning, Synonyms, Sentences) (stage8)

September
❖ Language:
  ➢ Compound Words
  ➢ Countable/uncountable
  ➢ Singular/plural
  ➢ Adjectives
  ➢ Pronoun (he, she, it, they, we, I)
❖ ORT:
  ➢ Viking Adventure
  ➢ The Rainbow Machine
❖ Comprehension:
  Worksheets

❖ October
Language:
  ➢ Prepositions (In, On, Into, For, At )
  ➢ Prepositions (under,beside,over,beside)
  ➢ Contractions
  ➢ Punctuation (Using commas and Question mark, Capital letters, Full stop)
❖ ORT:
  ➢ The Flying Carpet
  ➢ A Day in London
Comprehension:
  ➢ Worksheets

November
❖ ORT:
  ➢ Victorian Adventure
  ➢ Reinforcement and Revision

December
Mid-Year Examination

January
❖ Language:
  ➢ Verbs (simple present tense)
  ➢ Using Is, Am, Are
  ➢ (Simple Past tense)
  ➢ Regular / Irregular Verb
ORT:
- Green Island (Stage 9)
- Storm Castle

Comprehension:
Worksheets

February

Language
- Using Was, Were
- Using do and does
- Conjunctions (Using And, But and because)
- Opposites / Antonyms

ORT
- Super dog
- The Little Queen

Comprehension
Worksheets

March

Language
- This and that, These and Those

ORT
- The Quest
- Survival Adventure

Comprehension:
Worksheets

April

Reinforcement and Revision

May

Final Term Examination

Creative Writing:
Creative writing exercises designed in the creative writing section aim to provide students with systematic and progressive approach to creative writing. Students will be provided with exercises that will spark their imagination and enable them to write creatively.

Syllabus Includes:
Sentence formation
Rearrangement of words to form a sentence
Close passages with pictures and helping words
Picture composition with helping words
Imaginative writing